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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the second module of 3 in this project and typically follows the locating lines module and precedes locating leaks module.  Before your workshop attendees go looking for leaks, they should know if they have serious leaks and how significant (costly) are they.  Leaks may occur and surface quickly and, aside for pinpointing their location, leaks that are hidden may not be significant enough to spend money on expensive equipment and their valuable time.



What we will be covering

 Getting a handle on water loss
– How much
– How risky
– How to calculate 

 Determining the cost of water loss
– How much is too much

 Determining how to reduce water loss
– How to do something about too much loss
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the introductory slide to this module.  One system may find it has leakage but may not be worth tracking them all down while another system may find even the smallest leaks may jeopardize the limited supply or cost so much money, it is worth tracking down.  If there is a good chance a utility can have a non-surfacing leak that threatens the limited system supply or do serious damage, the utility must be prepared.   This also has much to do with making the right financial decision.  We spend time on this module discussing the cost of leaks.



What is water loss?

 Major shift from unaccounted-for-water to     
non-revenue water (NRW)
– And the need to know types of NRW

 NRW is water you are not billing for 
– Not just water you can’t account for

– We’ll provide more detail later in this presentation…
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The American Water Works Association (AWWA) has led an effort in the US to change the language of water loss.  Previously, the term unaccounted for water (UAFW) was used and actually badly misused in the water industry.  If operators could see water leaking and running down the street, it was quantified and considered accounted for.  Water for flushing and firefighting was estimated, often overestimated to drive the UAFW down.   The new definition of simply looking at the difference between water produced versus water sold  force utilities to consider all water not measured at the customer meter.  



Determining the cost of water loss
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Not enough to know you the quantity of 
NRW, you need to know what type of loss 
you have and what is costing your utility.

.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not all water loss is leaks so the operator needs to consider the kinds of NRW and what it costs. The next few slides describe the cost of loss and the different types of NRW.



Cost of water loss 
Losing money 

 Wasting chemicals

 Wasting electricity 

 Paying more for purchased water

 Lost revenue from theft, inadequate billing 
process and meter inaccuracy
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Water not measured and charged to the customer costs money to produce and send into the system.  Systems that purchase finished water tend to pay much more for their water and so the cost of leaks and other non revenue water tends to be higher and of greater concern.  Surface water supplies tend to cost more than groundwater to produce.  If the billing system and meters of small systems are a source of loss, the value of the water lost is costing  revenue, losing money at the customers’ billing rate.  If there is theft, the same opportunity to bill is lost and is costing the small system at this higher rate. 



What would be the biggest drivers to:

Board or council 
members

Your customers

Regulators

Your utility
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 Cost

 Wasting Resources
 Publicity

 Limited Asset 
Management 
Implementation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask the attendees what factors listed on the right drives the different groups listed on the left to reduce leaks.  (In some cases the operators are the board members.)  



Getting a handle on water loss
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How much is lost 

Is it leaks, theft, bad meters?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So here is an introduction to some of the concepts from AWWA and then simplify for practical use for small systems



Water audit process: Component analysis
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the water balance (animated) that allows you to explain the key components of NRW.  This leads to a mathematical exercise to calculate NRW and as the caption reads just doing the exercise will have value, even where estimates (best guesses) are used.  This chart is simplified in upcoming slides.  DO NOT SPEND TOO MUCH TIME HERE THIS GRAPH IS SIMPLIFIED IN NEXT SLIDE.



Water 
Into 

System

Export water

Customer 
Consumption

Unbilled 
Authorized 

Consumption

Apparent Losses

Real Losses 
(Leaks)

Leaks = water in - export water out-billed volume-
estimated unbilled authorized-apparent loss estimate
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The NRW balance sheet is reduced here to this less complicated form and each element will be discussed.  



Billed consumption

 Water exported
– Usually to another water system 
– Master metered

 Billed Customer Consumption
– Metered
– Unmetered but estimated
– Unmetered  - flat rate charge
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Customer 
Consumption

Export water

Photo courtesy Missouri American Water

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is water used that is billed.   Ask the audience if they derive this from meter reads.  If not how do they estimate what customers are using or do they?  Billing is only as good as the metering and billing system.  If a small system charges a flat rate, it knows little about how much each customer uses.  Studies show about an average 15% drop in long term consumption when customers go from unmetered to metered



Unbilled authorized consumption

 Water you don’t bill for
– Fire fighting
– Flushing
– Public parks and golf courses
– Street cleaning
– Municipal facilities (pools, City Hall)

 How do you account for the amount                   
of water that is being used?
– Metered
– Unmetered but estimated
– Unmetered

 Can your utility control this use more effectively?

Unbilled Authorized 
Consumption
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Photo courtesy Iowa American Water

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is water used that is not billed but allowed   Ask the audience if they estimate these uses.  Does anyone at the workshop have meters at municipal locations where you not only can measure water but might detect metered leakage.  One instructor reported that metering City Hall turned up chronic leakage in the toilets of the two jail cells.  Ask the audience about the relationship with fire companies (some of the attendees may serve as volunteers in their communities).  



Apparent losses

 Unauthorized use
– Illegal taps
– Theft at hydrants
– Open unmetered bypasses
– Illegal use of fire services
– Meter tampering

 Customer meter 
inaccuracies

 Billing handling errors

Apparent Losses
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Photo courtesy NJ American Water

Photo courtesy California American Water

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The thing to remember about apparent loss is it usually represents something that you sell or could sell at full cost as opposed to leakage which is only extra production or purchase.  Unauthorized use could be inadvertent customer error or outright theft.  Metering and billing inefficiencies make up the other causes. 



Real losses

 Leakage on mains

 Leakage on service lines

 Storage leaks and overflows

Real losses
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Photo courtesy PA American Water

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many people assume that there is one bad leak when the NRW is high.  It is more commonly an accumulation of small hidden leaks that are undetected for extended periods of time.   Storage leaks often occur when a tank operates near the overflow level.  Leaks occur on the customer side of service lines.  Tank leaks are not usually as spectacular as the seen in this Russian tank, generally there is an overflow pipe that takes water away discreetly. 



What is acceptable leakage (NRW)?

 What is the appropriate level of non-revenue 
water?
– Facility and supply limits and economics will help you decide the 

level of action and you should take and equipment to buy.

 Regulations may apply
– California: < 10% unaccounted-for water
– Delaware River Basin Commission mandates systematic 

approach to monitor (water audit) and control leakage
– Texas has required utilities to perform water audit every 5 years.
– New Jersey has not yet set policy with respect to NRW
– Pending Legislation may change this
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So are there regulatory limits –depends on the state. Not surprising that California has a stricter standard in part because systems are not as old as because the utilities there generally have a high cost of water.  States are slowly adopting this AWWA method.  Some states are still holding on to outdated methods (UAFW).But unless there is a regulatory issue, small system operators need to do an analysis to estimate leakage and then do the economics to evaluate what might be saved with a good program.  The Water Audit is being required at an increasing rate.  We will look at the audit procedure at the end of this module.



Metrics - what should you use?

 Percentage of NRW is helpful but not best 
– Comparison between systems can be impacted by differences 

in consumption major customers and yearly fluctuations.
– Heavy summer consumption can distort NRW percentage 

when comparing year to year.

 Using water loss per connection as outlined in 
the Audit Software may be best
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The short answer is it is usually best to use volumes rather than percentages.  Many locations have used percentage but this can be distorted (especially when comparing different systems or if a system experiences annual changes due to irrigation or industrial consumption).  For example a system with a strong industrial user base tends to show better %NRW than volume while low industrial base systems looks worse by percentage than they may actually be.  An individual system may look good one year because of higher use in a dry summer.  



Determining how to reduce water loss 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So let us suppose you have determine you have water loss based on the difference between production and consumption, now what?



Water Into 
System

Export water

Customer 
Consumption

Unbilled Authorized 
Consumption

Apparent Losses

Real losses

Components of the water balance
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Non Revenue Water

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let us go back to the AWWA formula If you have not performed a night flow evaluation but have a difference between consumption and production, the non revenue water you have may be something besides leakage.  So the next few slides will described how to figure what is leakage by subtracting out apparent loss and authorized unbilled consumption.



 Exports
– If you are the seller, make                      

sure the meter is accurate.
 Residential customer use

– Usually the prime component of                
small system use

 Commercial customer use
– Many not significant water users

 Industrial customer use
– Can be the most significant user in a small 

system – may be as factor in night use

Billed Consumption
Biggest User of Water
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Export water

Customer 
Consumption

Photo courtesy California American Water

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Billed metered customers are normally categorized as residential, commercial and industrial.  Residential use is generally the major component.  Many commercial facilities are not large users (offices, stores).  The car wash picture is not always a big user if they recycle.  



 Municipal services
– Metering for fountains, municipal 

buildings,  parks
 Flushing

– Filling mains – compute volume
– Fire flow tests – measure time and flow
– Flushing – measure time and flow

 Fire fighting
• Estimating flows and duration
• Metering usually not an option 

 Other uses??

Authorized unbilled use
Meter, estimate, report

Unbilled Authorized 
Consumption
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Photo courtesy NY American Water

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Meters on municipal uses not only quantify what is used but can help spot the leaky service line or fixture.  Flushing is a product of flow and time and can be reasonably estimated and may not be as much as a utility might think.  Having a working relationship with your fire company will help you to estimate what flow is used by the firefighters in real events and practiced exercises.   Other uses like street sweeping can also be estimated in one way or another.   Overall, this portion of NRW is typically pretty minor



Apparent losses
Difficult to Estimate

 Illegal use of hydrants

 Meter Tampering

 Customers opening bypasses

 Illegal connections

 Billing Errors

Apparent Losses
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Photo courtesy NJ American Water

Photo courtesy PA American Water 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Apparent losses are difficult to quantify.  “Cheating the meter” can be done in a number of ways – blatant outright theft such as captured here in a real photograph of taking water from a Chicago fire hydrant.  The meter shown here on the lower right has the register removed from the top of the meter body (it was a hot day at a NJ carwash). Reversing the meter, opening meter bypasses, and illegal connections ahead of the meter and fire services are also possible methods.  How much loss is difficult to estimate but it is always a possibility.  The water loss audit process suggests using an estimate of 0.25% of total water supplied for apparent losses through unauthorized consumption.  Billing errors is left for the user to estimate and usually depends on the confidence the utility has in the billing process.



Apparent losses
Evaluate meter accuracy

 Test customer meters/master meters on a 
routine basis – 10 years  - 20 years

 Are you metering everyone

 Are you billing everyone?
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Photo courtesy California American Water

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A final but easier to estimate form of apparent loss is meter inaccuracy.,  Meters collect less than 100% of registered flow over their lifetime and their performance tends to decline as mechanical units wear down.  Again the biggest issue is making sure the meters at the production or water import locations are accurate.  If master meters read too high, they overstate NRW, too low they can understate NRW (a leaky system that does know it is a leaky system). There is the issue of a metering every service,  every service that is read and billed – smaller systems may be less prone to error as there are fewer locations to track.



How accurate are your customer meters?
 Accuracy depends on style and manufacturer

Graphic Courtesy Utah State University and Water Research Foundation
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¾ inch jet meters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And what about your customer meters?  Here is an interesting comparison (from research by Utah State for WaterRF) between jet meters (usually less expensive, with a paddlewheel like measurement method) and nutating disk meters (where a disk rotates in a chamber to measure volume with each cycle).  As you can see the nutating disk is more accurate at lower flows so it spots leaks faster.  The jet meter has dropped from near 100% accuracy with  wear after 750,000 gallons of use shown here.  Meter accuracy is also affected by water quality – air and sand in the water have an adverse impact



How accurate are your customer meters?

 But accuracy ranges widely regardless of age and 
volume used (and can be impacted by water quality).

(Data courtesy Kansas City Water Services Dept.)
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Graphic Courtesy Water Research Foundation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One way for a utility to track performance of its meters is to take some units out of service and have them tested.  This is the findings of over 100 meters from Kansas City.  As you can see the meters held accuracy well except for one stopped and two slowing meters.  The stopped meter may have run slow for a time before stopping and would be pulled after getting stuck.  The question is the meters that are running 81% and 91% will likely go unspotted and the utility  is not only having higher NRW, they are losing $$$.  A program to replace meters at 18 years might be justified depending on revenue lost. 



Calculating and Identifying real 
losses

 Real Loss is the difference between all NRW and 
the other forms of NRW (we just covered)
– Authorized unbilled consumption
– Apparent loss

Real losses
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Photo courtesy NJ American Water

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have a final session on locating leaks and we will discuss in more detail in that session.  But do the math take all NRW (the difference between production and customer paid consumption) and subtract estimated apparent loss and authorized unbilled use to gauge leakage.



The focus is usually on leakage
Leakage and break types 

Unavoidable Detectable Observable

• Proactive leak detection                              
and repair

• Improve speed of repair

and tools
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Photo courtesy M36 AWWA manual

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an overview on 3 types of pipe leaks.  The first is one you will not be able to see or hear.  These are seldom found weeps and seeps that can occur in any system.  The second type is the one of interest to people looking to reduce leakage – they are not visible or otherwise appear but can be detected by leak detection methods to be described.  The third type is the visible leak and quick response is the key to controlling them when they happen.  As you can see there are common methods to reduce them including pressure control and timely replacement.   



How much does NRW cost – unit costs

 Real losses and unbilled authorized 
use cost the amount of money it takes 
to produce the water (sale price if 
bought, treatment and electrical costs 
if produced).

 Apparent losses could have been sold 
at retail price (if used but not stolen or 
otherwise avoiding payment), so its 
value is greater at the retail rate, the 
rate customers pay.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Water leakage is usually costing you at the rate it costs to make water.  Apparent loss is lost sales so the retail rate applies.  If water supply is very limited (or if new projects will be needed to offset losses – pump stations, etc.) the cost of leaking water is higher.



Estimating Leakage - Summary

 Start by getting an estimate of your non-revenue 
water by components

 Then see if you can estimate areas of authorized 
unbilled and other losses

 Work to minimize different categories of loss 
(note it may vary within your system)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So the key to addressing whether you have loss is to put together an estimate based on production and consumption.  Check sources of NRW other than leakage.  And then address the issues of greatest cost.   



AWWA tool for water audit
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now there is an AWWA methodology that uses a FREE spreadsheet available on the internet complete with economic considerations  and instructions.  You may wish to consider this option or you may be mandated to use it, so it is included in the training module  



AWWA tool for water audits

 AWWA Manual M36,  3rd edition (2009)
– Section devoted to small systems

 The AWWA Water Loss Control 
Committee (WLCC) continues                 
to develop and update               
supporting  software and             
research documents 

 Free software available on                      
AWWA website
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AWWA M36 manual

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is also a manual that describes various aspects of controlling water loss with a section on small systems that acknowledges some key differences.  



Do you know how much NRW you have?

 Start with what you know and can readily obtain
– Compare water leaving the treatment facility with 

what you bill for?
– Estimate consumption that you authorize but don’t bill 

for and sources of apparent loss.
– Leakage = Measured Total Water Production                          

less Total Revenue Sales Volume                                   
less Estimated Apparent Loss Volumes                  
less Calculated Authorized Unbilled Water Volume 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And the audit provides a formula to help you answer how much NRW you have and they do so by providing some estimates even if you cannot quantify so sources of NRW.  The formula is the same one that has been described already



How good is the data you used?

 Check into data that is missing, poor or 
questionable quality
– Work to improve weak or missing data
– Focus on critical data (like master meters)
– Worry about the big stuff
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The object of the audit is to get you started but it also has features guidance to help utilities improve the quality of data by raising appropriate issues about what goes into the audit.  For example, an estimate for meter inaccuracy is provided but utilities might improve on the estimate by testing a sampling of meters at various ages. 



The audit is fed by data 

 How much water do you send out?
– Purchased water
– Water produced and sent into system

 How much water gets to the customer?
– Metered and billed
– Estimated and billed

 How much water is used but not billed? 
– Flushing
– Municipal uses (firefighting, street cleaning, etc.)

and depends on good data
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And the better your data, the more reliable your estimate of NRW.  Emphasis should be on the bigger items.  Clearly this means production meters and an accurate measure of consumption.   (Are your meters estimated for billing?)  Comparatively, water use for flushing and firefighting are pretty small.   



How to Get the Free AWWA Water Audit 

 Go to awwa.org
 Select Water Loss Control from the Resource 

and Tools menu 
 Scroll down the Water Loss Control Committee 

page and select AWWA Water Loss Control 
Free Water Audit Software
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So here is the process in one page



Completing the AWWA water audit

 Read the instructions provided in the first 
software tab

 Tab summary

Instructions Basic guidelines

Reporting Worksheet You enter basic information to calculate water balance

Water Balance This spreadsheet provides estimates of apparent and real losses

Grading Matrix This spreadsheet provides an evaluation of the quality of your data

Service Connections This spreadsheet provides illustrations

Definitions This spreadsheet provides descriptions of key terms

Loss Control Planning This spreadsheet provides suggestions about how to proceed
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a summary of the individual worksheets.  The second sheet is where you enter data.  The third sheet is the water audit based on your entries.  The fourth sheet guides you in assessing the quality of your data (and how to improve).  Also provided are illustrations, definitions and guidance sheets 



Using the Audit software

 Enter data in white boxes on the reporting worksheet. 
– Note boxes at far right provide options for default estimates 

or your own data if you can provide it.
– Orange boxes self calculate in the worksheet 
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American Water audit form

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the top of the REPORTING WORKSHEET is some basic annual data to enter on water put into the system (and exported), followed by annual sales  Note where arrow is indicating an option to use the AWWA  estimate or supply your own number pertaining to authorized non billed water and apparent losses.



 Water supplies data (previous slide)
 Authorized consumption data (previous slide)
 Water loss data (previous slide)
 System data
 Cost data

Data Categories
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American Water audit form

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the middle of the spreadsheet page there is some helpful data used to estimate that unavoidable water loss – miles of main and a way to calculate the length of service lines that might leak.  Average pressure is a key component; the higher the average pressure the ore water seeps out of a pipe flaw (and the faster it tends to grow). Finally there is cost data.  What is the price per thousand that utility customers are billed  (and that is the cost of apparent loss like underregistering meters) – How much does it cost in electricity, chemicals and sludge handling for the next 1000 gallons called variable production cost.



 Amount by category of water loss
 Value of water loss
 Comparison of leakage to calculated minimum 

(Known as ILI or Infrastructure Leak Index)

Output provided BACKGROUND
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American Water audit form

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The report at the bottom of the page provides financial clues including cost of leakage and cost of apparent losses.  Then is shown as per connection per day and per length of pipe per day.  Note also an effort to identify the leakage that is unavoidable and the total leakage.   



What the heck is ILI
 ILI is the ratio of water that is actually leaking 

compared to water lost at a theoretical minimum 
called unavoidable loss  (pipe weeps and seeps).

 Unavoidable loss is a calculation involving miles 
of service lines & mains, connections, pressure.

 Small systems should not use ILI.
– Quantities measured too small to be relevant
– Keep it simple
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
ILI is a tool used internationally to assess in a comparative way how systems are performing against a theoretical optimum.  However, it is a calculation that is less reliable in smaller quantities.  It also fails to look at the economics.  Would a utility spend $100,000 per year to lower their ILI to 1 when the amount of savings in reducing leakage to that level saves only $25,000?  



Focus on the Economics                 

 Make your best estimate of 
leakage 
– Use water audit and night flow to gauge 

how much volume you lose per year.

 Calculate what that avoidable 
leakage is costing you
– Multiply the annual loss by the cost to 

produce the water (higher if purchased 
as finished water) 

 Examine possible leak detection 
approaches and costs 
– Leak surveys (in house, consultant, step 

tests, district metering)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, the small systems (and larger ones as well) need to focus on the economics of reducing water leakage.   In some cases it may be better to look at apparent losses because it saves more money per gallon.  Do the math and see what money potential you have for savings.   



The Economics of Leak Reduction                

 Compare cost of a program 
with potential savings.
– Expect that you can only 

reduce part of leakage with   
any leak detection program

 Contingency plan - be 
prepared to deal with a 
severe break that may 
threaten your supply.
– Know where to get help
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Photo courtesy NJ American Water

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So maybe you can save up to $50,000 per year so now what.  This is the lead in for the next module looking at ways to reduce leakage.  It is important to keep in mind that no program can reduce leakage completely.  Yes, crews can work faster, leak detection can be improved, leaky mains and services replaced but realize each approach has limits.  Finally, many small systems are highly vulnerable to the good sized non-surfacing leak that can drain available capacity of supply or facility or even one that does surface catastrophically. Be prepared to get help should that happen.  
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